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Nobody does federal IT acquisition quite like CIO-CS.

Enterprise solutions.
Managed services.
Competitive prices.

Let CIO-CS and our Contract Holders show you how easy it is to purchase enterprise IT 
products and managed services solutions for all your on-site or as-a-service needs. 
NITAAC provides the everything IT solution for federal agencies, both civilian and DOD.

NITAACsupport@nih.gov
1.888.773.6542
nitaac.nih.gov
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OUR CIO-CS
CONTRACT HOLDERS

The NITAAC Difference

Contract Details

����
Submitting your RFQ or Delivery Order Request is easy. Simply 
upload the DOR, RFQ, RFI or Special Notice into our secure, 
web-based Electronic Government Ordering System (e-GOS) for 
automated Fair Opportunity competition, management, awardee 
selection and notification.
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If you don't see what you need online, it can easily be added 
while the RFQ or Delivery Order Request is still open, in most 
cases within 24-hours. You set the timeframe for the award, 
allowing for streamlined acquisition and deployment.
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CIO-CS Contract Holders have gone through a rigorous source 
selection process prior to award. This includes criteria such
as technical capabilities, past performance and price.
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Agencies can use our Best in Class (BIC) Government-Wide 
Acquisition Contract to make smart buying decisions. This can 
eliminate repetition, increase efficiency and deliver more value 
and savings.

Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract vehicle with base and option periods

 Base Period of Performance 05/01/2015 - 04/30/2020

 Option Period of Performance 05/01/2020 - 04/30/2025

     • 5-year IDIQ with a 5-year option and 15-year period of performance
     • Access to both OEMs and VARs
     • NITAAC Government-Wide Strategic Solutions (NITAAC GSS) for laptops and desktops

Contract Ceiling: $20 billion per Contract Holder

The Chief Information Officer-Solutions and Partners (CIO-CS) Goverment-Wide Acquisition Contract (GWAC)
delivers everything from Commercial-off-the-Shelf commodities to as-a-service solutions and commonly 
used IT products. Choose to buy direct or with the help of Assisted Acquisitions, available for a low, low fee.
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